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Abstract
In this work, the tone modeling approaches are used manifest the tonal structure of Vietnamese and tonal feature is also used
to build acoustic models. The results on LVCSR using deep bottleneck features (DBNFs) and diﬀerent types of pronouncing
dictionary, are also presented. The experiments are carried out on the dataset containing speeches on Voice of Vietnam channel
(VOV). The results show that the performance of the system using tonal phoneme obtained relative improvements over the best
non-tonal phoneme system by 19.25%. The DBNFs systems are applicable on tonal dictionary and adding tonal feature as input
feature of the network reached around 18% relative recognition performance.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of SLTU 2016.
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1. Introduction
Vietnamese is the oﬃcial and national language of Vietnam. It is the ﬁrst language of the majority of the Viet-
namese population, as well as grammatical relationships are determined by word order and function words. Viet-
namese is a syllabic tonal language with six lexical tones, which are very important to decide on the word meanings.
A change in tone can lead to the change in word meaning, which can be vastly diﬀerent from the original word. For
this reason, researchers when doing experiments on LVCSR of Vietnamese have to deal with two basic problem: the
tonal feature extraction and the selection of phonetic units (phonemes or the combination of phonemes and tones) to
build acoustic models.
The standard MFCC and PLP features do not contain the pitch contour which is the most important characteristic
to distinguish diﬀerent tones. The use of a tri-gram language model is not enough to resolve the tonal problem.
Therefore, the combination of MFCC and pitch features1 2 3 was used to improve the accuracy of a Vietnamese large
vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) system. However their approaches for extracting pitch feature
were based on getf0 algorithm4 which makes a hard decision whether any given frame is voiced or unvoiced.
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The selection of phonetic units depend on the analysis of Vietnamese syllable and the knowledge of Vietnamese
phonology. It is not straightforward as in English case where each phoneme is a phonetic unit. As shown in Figure
1, there are two type of phonetic unit which are phoneme-based and rhyme-based phonetic unit. In the ﬁrst type1 5 6 3,
Onset, Medial, Nucleus and Coda are used as phonetic units and in the second type1, the phonetic units are Onset and
Rhyme of the syllable. These types are diﬀerent on the properties of phonetic units and on the total number of distinct
phonetic unit. In addition, other types of phonetic unit1 are also proposed using knowledge of Vietnamese phonology,
the phonetic units are the mixture of units from the two types above in which some units are the combination of two
short neighbor phonetic units and the others are used as phonetic units of type 1. In7 2, the syllable is analyzed into
Onset, Coda, and monophthong (Nucleus) or diphthong (combination of Medial, Nucleus and Coda) which are used as
basic phonetic units. However, when tone is integrated into the syllable, it will aﬀect to the number of distinct phonetic
unit and to the performance of acoustic model as well. Moreover, the works on phonetic units are often evaluated on
very basic systems, and they did not employ on the system using the full range of state-of-the-art techniques such as
deep neural network8.
In this paper, a phoneme set is proposed for Vietnamese pronouncing dictionary which contain 47 basic phonemes
to deal with the problems about selection of phonetic units. Using this phoneme set, researchers can methodically
deal with phonetic unit creation or the eﬀect of tone on Vietnamese syllable in the form of tone’s role and position.
Diﬀerent types of pronouncing dictionary are evaluated on baseline and DBNFs systems. Furthermore, we show the
way to extract the pitch feature using modiﬁcation of the getf0 algorithm4 which all frames are treated as voiced and
allow the Viterbi search to naturally interpolate across unvoiced regions and it can be combined with acoustic feature
for using as input of neural network.
2. Structure of Vietnamese Language
Vietnamese language is phonologically a monosyllabic language. Each Vietnamese syllable can be considered as
a combination of initial, ﬁnal and tone components. These components include an initial sound, a medial sound, a
nucleus sound, a ﬁnal sound and a tone1 . In total Vietnamese has 21 initial and 155 ﬁnal components. The total
number of pronounceable syllables in Vietnamese is about 19.000 but only about 7.000 syllables (with and without
tone) are used in daily language9. Vietnamese vowels are implosive. It has six tones, ﬁve of which have marks, called
diacritical marks or tonal marks. The tones diﬀer in pitch, length, and melody.
(1) 
(5) 
(3) 
(6) 
(2) (4) 
Time 
Pitch 
Fig. 1: Variations of F0 in the Vietnamese Tones
Figure 2 shows the variations in Vietnamese tones as can be observed, the level tone has a high onset and consistent
steady state. Similarly, falling tone has a low onset and gradual falls toward the end. Rising tone is characterized by
a medium onset and gradually increases towards the end. The curve tone is diﬀerentiated by its low onset and the
minimum at two-thirds within the syllable duration. Broken tone is recognized from the high onset and the minimum
at the middle of the syllable. Drop tone has a low onset and a rapid fall to the end of the syllable.
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In Vietnamese modern language, there are about 7,000 syllables. Each syllable is modeled as in Table 1 and follows
the scheme:
[C1]R + Tor[C1][w]V[C2] + T
Table 1: Vietnamese Syllable structure
Tone(T)
Initial(C1)
Rhyme(R)
Medial(w) Nucleus(V) Coda(C2)
Note that, not all syllables have their complete forms. Some syllables can appear without one of the following
components: initial consonant (onset) C1, medial w and ﬁnal consonant or semivowel (coda) C2. It means main
vowel (nucleus) V and tone T are always presented in the syllable and are the core components of the syllable.
3. Pitch Feature Extractions
In this work, the pitch features is extracted using new algorithm described in4 which is called Kaldi pitch tracker. It
improves pitch tracking as measured by Gross Pitch Error, versus the oﬀ-the-shelf methods they tested. The algorithm
is a highly modiﬁed version of the getf0 algorithm10. Basically, getf0 is based on the Normalized Cross Correlation
Function (NCCF). A Kaldi pitch tracker algorithm is based on ﬁnding lag values that maximize the NCCF. The most
important change from getf0 is that rather than making hard decisions about voicing on each frame, all frames are
treated as voiced to be continuous and allow the Viterbi search to naturally interpolate across unvoiced regions.
The output of the algorithm is 2-dimensional features consisting of pitch in Hz and NCCF on each frame, and then
the output is post-processed for use as features for ASR, produces 3-dimensional features consisting of pov-feature,
pitch-feature and delta-pitch-feature:
1. pov-feature is warped NCCF. This method was designed to give the feature a reasonably Gaussian distribution.
Let the NCCF on a given frame be written c. If −1 ≤ c ≤ 1 is the raw NCCF, the output feature be f =
2((1.0001 − c)0.15 − 1).
2. pitch-feature is feature that on each time t, subtraction of a weighted average pitch value, computed over a
window of width 151 frames centered at t and weighted by the probability of voicing value p. Where p is obtained
by plotting the log of count(voiced)/count(unvoiced) on the Keele database11 as a function of the NCCF
3. and delta-pitch-feature is delta feature computed on raw log pitch.
4. Pronouncing Dictionary Creation
For Vietnamese ASR, we have two basic phoneme sets: The ﬁrst phoneme set (PhoneSet39) consists of 23 con-
sonants, 11 monophthongs, 3 diphthongs, one medial phoneme and two semivowel phonemes. The second one
(PhoneSet47) have 8 new Coda phones set as views of some linguistics, Coda is always closed-mouth. Therefore, 8
initial consonant characters at the end of syllable will be treated as Coda.
Table 2: Vietnamese syllable analyzing schemes.
Analyzing scheme Basic components
Phoneme-based [C1] + [w] + V + [C2]
Vowel-based [C1] +M + [C]
Rhyme-based [C1] + R
Syllable-based S
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When constructing a pronouncing dictionary, the type of resulted dictionary is depended on the selection of
phoneme set, the analysis of Vietnamese syllable, and the integration of tone into syllable. Also, Table 2 shows
four schemes that are used to analyze a Vietnamese syllable. The integration of tone into syllable is depended on
the hypotheses about tone, namely, whether the tone is used or not, what is the role of tone in syllable (dependent
or -7-independent tone), and where is tone located in syllable. Table 3 shows various pronouncing dictionary types
which are created using diﬀerent schemes of analysis a Vietnamese syllable and diﬀerent hypotheses about tone. In
Table 3: Vietnamese pronouncing dictionary types.
Tone hypothesis
Syllable analyzing scheme
Phoneme Vowel Rhyme
No Tone C1wVC2 C1MC C1R
Tone at end of syllable C1wVC2T C1MCT C1RT
Tone after vowel C1wVTC2 C1MTC
Tone present both C1wVTC2T
order to create phone-based pronouncing dictionary, the following procedure12 is used.
1. Separate dictionary entry into syllables.
2. Select the ﬁrst syllable and analyze it into four components: C1,w,V and C2
3. Using mapping table to convert four components C1,w,V and C2 into their corresponding phonemes.
4. Combine phonemes into phonetic unit using one of the syllable analyzing schemes.
5. Integrate tone T into phonemes to create appropriate phonetic units based on hypotheses about role and position
of tone.
6. Concatenate these phonetic units to those of the previous syllables (if any) to create the pronouncing representa-
tion of the entry.
7. Select the next syllable (if any), analyze it into four components: C1, w, V and C2 and go to step 3
5. Deep Bottleneck features
Standard bottleneck features as ﬁrst described by Grezl et al. are a common part of many automatic speech recog-
nition setups13. In this system, a feed-forward neural network is trained as a discriminative feature extractor that
predicts, e.g., polyphone states from windows of standard speech recognition features like mel-frequency cepstral
coeﬃcients. This network contains a narrow “bottleneck” hidden layer with only a few units, which is placed between
two larger layers. By computing the activation of units in the bottleneck layer, the network performs a non-linear
discriminative dimensionality reduction of its original input. It can then be shown that the bottleneck units provide
features for GMM/HMM setups that result in superior recognition accuracy. In previous works, deep learning tech-
niques were applied in BNF training, and they found that pre-training of the individual layers as restricted Boltzmann
machines (RBMs)14 or with a stack of auto-encoder layers15 were a crucial part in obtaining good features.
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Type IPA Grapheme Phoneme Description Example 
Consonant 
ɓ b b voice bilabial implosive buồn bã 
c ch ch voiceless palatal stop chuồn chuồn 
ɗ đ dd 
stop, voiced alveolar 
implosive 
đu đủ 
f ph ph voiceless labiodental fricative phương pháp 
h h h voiceless glottal fricative học hành 
j d d palatal approximant dễ dãi 
k k, q, c k voiceless velar stop kiêu kỳ 
l l l alveolar lateral approximant long lanh 
m m m bilabial nasal mong muốn 
n n n alveolar nasal no nê 
ɲ nh nh palatal nasal nhung nhớ 
ŋ ng, ngh ng velar nasal ngủ ngon 
p p p voiceless bilabial stop pin 
s x s voiceless alveolar sibilant xa xôi  
ʂ s s voiceless retroflex sibilant sung sướng 
t t t voiceless alveolar stop Tập tành 
tʰ th th stop, aspirated, alveolar thạch thùng 
ʈʂ tr tr voiceless retroflex affricate  trong trắng 
v v v voiced labiodentals fricative  vững vàng  
x kh kh voiceless velar fricative  khoảnh khắc 
ɣ g, gh g voiced velar fricative  gì, nghi 
z gi d voiced alveolar sibilant  gia  
ʐ r r voiced retroflex sibilant  ra ruộng  
Medial / 
semivowel w u w 
velar glide  hoa hòe, tuần 
Semivowel j y, i i palatal glide  suy, nguy 
Monophthong 
a ă aw open front unrounded  ăn năn 
e ê ee close-mid front unrounded  ênh ếch 
ɛ e e open-mid front unrounded   nghe, ve 
ə â aa mid-central ân cần 
əː ơ ow lower mid, central  lơ mơ 
i y, i i close front unrounded  tinh  tích 
ɨ ư uw close central unrounded  lừ đừ 
o ô oo close-mid back rounded  ô tô 
u u u close back rounded vui, súng 
ɔ oo, o o open-mid back rounded cỏn con 
aː a a open unrounded lan can 
ɔ̆ o oa  vòng, tóc 
Diphthong 
iə 
yê, iê, ya, 
ia ie 
 kia, khuya,tiên 
tiến, yêu 
ɨə ươ, ưa wa  mưa 
 uə uô, ua uo  vua chúa 
Coda 
m m mz  đom đóm 
n n nz  tuấn, màn 
ŋ ng, ngh ngz  mình, vùng 
p p pc  thập, tấp 
t t tc  cất, cắt, vắt 
k k kc  thích, sạch 
u̯ u uz  leo cao, kêu cứu 
i̬ y, i iz  mây bay, nói, rồi 
Fig. 2: Grapheme-to-phoneme mapping table
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6. EXPERIMENTS
6.1. Corpora Description
The voice of Vietnam (VOV) corpus was used in our experiments, which is a collection of story reading, mailbag,
new reports, and colloquy from the radio program the Voice of Vietnam. There are 23424 utterances in this corpus
including about 30 male and female broadcasters and visitors. The number of distinct syllables with tone is 4923 and
the number of distinct syllables without tone is 2101. The total capacity of the corpus in WAV format with 16 kHz
sampling rate and analog/digital conversion precision of 16 bits is about 2.5 GB. The total time of the corpus is about
19 hours which was separated into training set of 17 hours and 2 hours test set. All of transcriptions in the training
data were used to train tri-gram language model.
6.2. Baseline Systems
Baseline HMM/GMM systems were performed with the Kaldi developed at Johns Hopkins University16. We
extracted MFCC features to build baseline acoustic models. In feature extraction, 16-KHz speech input is coded with
13-dimensional MFCCs with a 25ms window and a 10ms frame-shift. Each frame of the speech data is represented
by a 39-dimensional feature vector that consists of 13 MFCCs with their deltas and double-deltas. Nine consecutive
feature frames are spliced to 40 dimensions using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and maximum likelihood linear
transformation (MLLT)17 that is a feature orthogonalizing transform, is applied to make the features more accurately
modeled by diagonal-covariance Gaussians.
All models used 4,600 context-dependent state and 96,000 Gaussian mixture components. The baseline systems
were built, follow a typical maximum likelihood acoustic training recipe, beginning with a ﬂat-start initialization of
context-independent phonetic HMMs, followed by tri-phone system with 13-dimensional MFCCs or PLP plus their
deltas and double-deltas and ending with tri-phone system using LDA+MLLT.
6.3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Table 4 lists the performance of Vietnamese LVCSR system in terms of word error rate (WER) using diﬀerent
types of dictionary. Regarding the performance of the the system using PhoneSet39, baseline number is 23.96% and
resulting in relative improvements of 21% (19.79%WER) over the baseline at DBNFs system. As we can see that tone
is an important component of a Vietnamese syllable and has to be modeled one or another way to obtain optimized
results for LVCSR tasks and specially, at DBNFs system here we obtain relative reductions of up to about 42% WER
over baseline system.
Table 4: WER [%] for Vietnamese LVCSR system with diﬀerent types of dictionary
Dictionary type Baseline DBNFs
PhoneSet39
C1wVC2 23.96 19.79
C1wVC2T 19.25 13.55
C1wVTC2 19.7 13.82
C1wVTC2T 20.05 13.99
PhoneSet47
C1wVC2 23.74 19.86
C1wVC2T 18.89 13.31
C1wVTC2 19.75 14.06
C1wVTC2T 19.57 13.37
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In the same speech recognition strategy as well as phoneme set type, the methods where tone is located at the end
of syllable give better result than the methods where tone is located after main vowel and the Phoneset47 give better
result then the Phoneset39.
Table 5: The eﬀect of tonal feature for Vietnamese LVCSR system in term of WER(%)
Dictionary type Baseline DBNFs
PhoneSet39
C1wVC2 22.52 18.36
C1wVC2T 15.56 10.76
C1wVTC2 15.58 10.88
C1wVTC2T 15.56 10.97
PhoneSet47
C1wVC2 22.87 18.54
C1wVC2T 15.41 10.67
C1wVTC2 16.18 11.27
C1wVTC2T 15.71 10.81
The Table 5 lists the recognition performance for the DBNFs system using the combination of MFCC acoustic and
pitch feature as input features of deep neural network.It can be seen that adding pitch features helped the recognition
performance to increases by about 18% relative (a drop in WER from 13.55% to 11.0% or from 13.31% to 10.97%)
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the eﬀect of tone modeling in Vietnamese LVCSR system. It could be shown
that tone is an important component of a Vietnamese syllable and has to be modeled one or another way to obtain
optimized results for LVCSR tasks. The DBNFs system at tonal dictionary give better gains over baseline system than
the one at the non-tonal dictionary.
We also found in our experiments that the methods where tone is located at the end of syllable give better result
than the methods where tone is located after main vowel. It was shown that adding pitch features as input feature of
neural network that obtained from new algorithm increased the performance by 18%.
In the future, we intend to propose the lexicon which is useful for multilingual network training approaches to
improve performance of Vietnamese recognition system.
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